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Egypt: The start of the Source, Love and Light Religion.
Now, let`s take you back to the beginning. Back to Egypt: The cradle of love and
light.
The first major step towards the Abrahamic religions of today happened 4000
years ago with an Egyptian prince named Moses. While civilizations, religions,
and ethnicities come and go; the people of Israel endured.
From ancient times: Only Israel survived! Can you believe it??? And who owns,
and rules the world today? Jews. All ancient cultures have died out. And saddest
of all; even the sun-cult of which they originated has died out! While Satanism
has hundreds of temples; there is not ONE Church of the sun, temple of the sun,
or sun religion left in the world. I checked. And Satan worship was BANNED
thoughout all Egyptian history!
Of all civilizations, and mythologies in the world; the Egyptians were the
greatest as rich archeological finds tell us. Yet aside from archeology:
Knowledge of Egypt is completely lost! All we have is nothing!
It is thought that ancient Egypt were led by a priest-elite, and that they were the
most spiritual of all ancient cultures. It goes without question they must have
been very knowledgeable, and scientific about the spiritual, as they were more
concerned with the afterlife than any other culture in history to this day. They
even mummified their dead with spells painted inside the coffin; depicting how
to survive the passage to the local netherworld! Who was the greatest Egyptian
hero of all times? Jesus the messiah who saved us from death. Remember: From
Egypt came Judaism, and from Judaism came the messiah and Christianity. It is
all part of an ancient mystery cult that was originally a sun-cult, and Jesus was
it`s last headmaster; leading Judaism back to the sun. For Christianity is in
essence: A sun-cult in disguise, and you don`t have to look further than to roman
emperor Constantine`s sun-cross, and the resulting history.
The Egyptians built history`s greatest architectural monuments. They built
pyramids, and pylons/obelisks to harness the source-field…
They had technology that baffle scientists today like f.i the ability to create goldpaper 1/1000 mm thick! They cut limestone-blocks with saws. They built
pyramids. But this great civilization of the antique vanished completely, and
nothing remains of their religion! It was not until the 1800th century we could

read hieroglyphs through the Rosetta Stone, and it took over 50 years of
deciphering. We had NO knowledge!
Throughout the Roman empire, and until the colonization-era; Egypt was
SACKED for it`s iconic obelisks and relics. Over 8 obelisks weighing several
hundred tons each were transported to Rome as you see with the one dedicated
to Ra in St.Peter`s square. (Another clue the Christians are sun-worshippers.)
The Egyptians build these to harness the source-field.
Thieves robbed the pharaonic graves in the Valley of the Kings.
French, and English colonists later sacked Egypt, and dug out it`s graves during
the colonization era. You will find thousands of Egyptian artifacts in the
museum of London. Why did the elite want Egyptian artifacts? What were the
Egyptians onto?
The Egyptians were the only religion in history where the sun-god/gods was
their prime deities.
Although some would disagree, and say the Greek-roman culture highly valued
the sun; and do so still to this day in the guise of roman Catholicism. The Greek
Helios, Apollo, and Phosphorus/Lucifer are examples of this. Especially popular
in Italy to this day, is the cult of the Persian sun-god Mithras who was
introduced at the same time as Jesus, and often intermixed with Christianity.
Roman-catholic worship of the sun continues today among the masonic lodges.
The lodges in Scandinavia have also recently adopted exaltations Germanic gods
like the sun-gods Sol, Balder, and the druidic Hu, an Osiris archetype.
Christianity is traditionally seen as a sun-cult while Judaism, and Islam are
considered moon-saturn cults. These are the two ancient religions of the
hermetic tradition of Atlantis, and I am here to keep this balance in a time of
RAGNAROK. There once was an alleged order of giants in Egypt called the
Jedi. They kept the secret of the Source-Field, and transformed their bodies into
the rainbow body like Jesus, and the monks of Tibet do to this day. We must
bring back civilization to the world!
The father of the Gods was worshipped as Amon Ra/Atum Re during the highculture of Egypt. The creation-stories varies from the differenct Egyptian cities,
as all had their prime deity, but he is generally considered Atum Re as he was
worshipped in Heliopolis; the city of the sun. He fathered the universe, and
lesser Gods; many of which were associated with the sun, it`s phases and the
planets. I have worked closely with him, and he is Lucifer; the great architect of
the universe in masonry. Only a God can awaken his power. Lucifer only uses
this name to those who know him deepest and personally.
What philosophy, and science backed their beliefs? We will discover: Science,
Christianity, common sense, and philosophy tells the sun is the God of Earth!
Upon studying the circle of life, nature, the sun, and the creative force of love; I

came up with a true, universal golden rule for all. The Aquarian law: Love and
Light which is our simplest gospel, and catch-phraze. Rediscovering the past!
Simple and enlightening…
Did the Egyptians live by my ideology, or am I the first to realize this? Was
such beautiful arcane nature-philosophy lost in time???
I believe so..! It was lost to the public for thousands of years… And that is why
I write this book. I believe we live in a New Age. This might be the best sunphilosophy since Egyptian times. And sadly: There are few sun-idolizers, or
sun-philosophers alive today! Nor is there any sun-temple to Ra, or the sun-gods
of ANY mythology aside from the Yezidis (who aren`t really sun-worshippers)!
While Set/Satan-worship was banned throughout all major Egyptian history,
Satan or what was originally ¨night worship¨ of darkness; has many idolizers,
philosophers, cults, and even huge churches like the Temple of Set, The Satanic
Temple, and the Church of Satan in America.
The sun resembling his highest holiness has watched us waiting for this book to
be written. And it is about time! I think the mummies have been weeping in their
graves for long enough! (Reminds me of some dreams I had…)
The evolution started in Atlantis, continued to Egypt, and made it through
Judaism aaall the way up here to Norway through Christianity. When Jesus was
introduced to the Vikings, he was clearly presented as a white, Lucifericarchetype sun-god. Historical sources unequividly state he was introduced as
¨Kvitekrist¨ meaning ¨Whitechrist.¨
We live in an age of Ragnarok for the western world; where the intellectual suncult, and humanism will crash with cave-man cult of orthodox Judaism, and
sharia Islam.
I thus am a prophet of the time yet ahead…
So I believe science lies proof of a creator through love and light that even an
atheist could believe in: The sun, and the magical love…
What is the starting point of religion if not the stars, and orbital sattelites; moon,
sun, Jupiter and Venus; our most beloved, visible planets? The sun was
worshipped as Ra, and Horus – the main Gods of Egypt. The moon, and Venus
was worshipped most prominently as goddess Isis of magick.
The metaphysical law of God=Love + Light=God.
And here you have it. I will now begin describing the magnitude of the law.
The creation of life, and ethical code in this universe can be summarized in one
paragraph to meditate upon.
You just read it. God=Love+Light=God.

This is the metaphysical arithmetic to the symbiosis of all.
This is the unified theory of principles in science, philosophy, religion, ethics
and morale.
We will also discover that the Holy Spirit = Light and Love! Because Holiness
is Light, and Love is the Ether/Spirit/Source-field. Which constitutes all spacetime.
The symbiosis of all life can metaphysicall be eqated: God=Love + Light=God.
God=life. The circle of life starts with 1.Sunlight, and continues with
2.Reproduction. Love and light. I tend to say; Light gives us form (f.i
photosynthesis), and Love keeps us in form. Light makes life possible, while love
keeps the circle of life going, but it could not have started if it was not for God`s
representation as creator: The Divine Sun: The Creator from/in the Heavenlies.
Light is God`s Holy Light visible as the sun/son, sometimes incarnate in the
universe. Which created us/life. The Son/Sun of God. Who owns it? Nobody! It`s
GOD`s sun/son! In sacredness of the trinity comes therefore: God first, then
comes Light, and then comes Love.
Source is God, Light is Jesus the Sun. Love is the shekinah divine feminine Holy
Spirit. (And the Sacred Trinity has been throughout all comparative religions,
and history long before Christianity)

But there would not be much fun to life if it was not for love, and
love/reproduction is undoubtedly the main purpose of all lifeforms created by
the source-field, and thus the mainscript of life/creation/the source/the
matrix/God. But love is only half the purpose. The circle of life started with
sunlight, and produced mankind: The ultimate end of evolutionary process. But
for mankind to become Gods again, and reach ascension, mankind must return
to the Light/Source through transmutating the lower, red shekinah chakra, and
utilize his libido to reach the crown chakra – just how a tree stretches towards
the sunlight, and spreads flowers of love/reproduction through it`s symbolical
death. So in Christ we die, and are born again, not by flesh, but by
Holiness/Light and Spirit/Ether/Love. Being born again is becoming one with
the Source through Jesus Christ. So greeting someone with Love and Light is in
a Christian sense the same as greeting someone with the Holy Spirit! Because
Holy=Light, and Spirit/Love.
God=love/spirit+light/holiness=man=spirit+holiness=God – becoming
God/ascension through Christ.
We conclude that Source, Love, and Light is the most constructive universal
concept, and the most pure. Source (God) , Love, and Light is the sacred trinity

creator (circle of life) nothing would exist without. They love each other;
creating all life: Symbiosis. Ultimately creating mankind returning to holy light
again.
1st lesson: The Law is the circle of life. God emanated the circle of life – all the
universe - from love and light! These are the two divines. The two eternals.
Alternative TRUE physics (not Einstein`s) built on the Dr. Nicola Tesla, and Dr.
Wilhelm Reich: PROVE that the Source (field) is God`s emnation – being all
timespace, and all forces of physics: Everything atom, and all you have ever
seen and been is part of ONE field, and it`s main script is love/reproduction.
Reich called this universal force for Orgone after Organism and Orgasm, as it is
sexual in nature, but transmutes to higher consciences as Dr Sigmund Freud
proposed. Reich distinguished between Positive Orgone (POR) , and Dead
Orgone (DOR) of which the latter is toxic. MY studies have proven Reich right
that all energy is Source-Field sexual thought/energy. Either positive sexual
energy (POR), or dead sexual energy (DOR). But hate is a child of love, and
DOR can be created from f.i broken relationships, dead ambitions, and broken
timelines. 2nd lesson: This multiverse is God`s FIELD or THOUGHT. The
keepers of the Law should study this ILLEGAL science. Don`t believe what they
teach you at school!

But these two (L&L) can metaphorically represent much more as we will
discover. Scientists argue that the prime emotion of (God) the source-field is
love/sex/life/reproduction. Love (and light) is therefore the law. Love symbolize
our compassion/morale/heart, and light symbolize our intellect/will/brain. These
are the two divine attributes of man that scientifically distinguish us from
animals. We are made anatomically perfect. Billions of religious visions
throughout all human history testify humanity is made in the image of the
Infinite Creator, and we can thus hypothesize: Mankind`s Love/compassion +
Light/intellect = God as we touched upon earlier. And it started vice versa.
Think about it. Love and Enlightenment is what every person deeply seeks to be
whole and ascend into Godhood. Just like ancient Christian, and Gnostic
teaching of ascension taught us. We ascend via emotional liberation through
deep love, through mental liberation through attaining perfect enlightenment,
and spiritual liberation through attaining these as we no longer need the carnal.
Spiritual liberation through returning to God`s Light again/source just like a
tree stretches for the sun and dies. Our goal is to climb the tree of life, raise our
conscience and chakras, and overcome death, and the trials of the testingground school of Earth to return to source, and become Gods/ascend.
Understand? So mankind=God because of brain and heart. Just like Jesus told
us: Ye are Gods.

3rd lesson: The Law of Love, and Light distinguish us from animals, and prove us
Gods in the Creator`s image.

Also. Listen to this: Combine love and intellect/light, and you get morale! The
divine script of civilization!
True science say we live inside a Source-Field matrix. What is it`s end-product
aside from the obvious reproduction? It`s goal? We touched upon Light, and
how training these two (L&L) are necessary for ascension. But in general I say
that Source, Love, and Light synthesize into a universe of harmony, wisdom and
balance with a strong emphasis on sex and survival. This is the mind of the
creator. But mankind is the end-product of evolution, and just like reproduction
is the endproduct of all life; mankind must therefore be the purpose of the
Source-Field creation. And our purpose is As I said: God= Love and Light =
Man, and Man = Love and Light = God. Returning to the Source (Heaven.)
Mankind is afterall: The flower of all evolution.
4th lesson: The law is the foundation of all true religion, morale and ascension.
To think that the metaphysical law that creates morale, and true religion
happens to be the law that creates the circle of life.
What a law. This is the law of the NWO that Bush senior envisioned in his 1991
speech. It is not the law of the jungle (do what thy wilt in Thelema). I like to call
it the law of civilization and order because compassion+intellect=morale, and
facilitates mankind`s orderly, balanced, and perfect nature in the image of The
Creator. The LAW is a principle that structurizes, and unites all mankind,
religions, tongues and ethnicities.
I believe God IS this law, and that the multiverse creation we call the universe
expressed through the flower of life, and the platonic solids (google it) is the
construct in which this law appears. God encoded us with this law; visible in the
stars, ourselves, the microcosmos, and the macrocosmos; for those who can
think in paraples, and metaphysical concepts: The visible sun who gives life to
all life – stretching for the sun to reproduce. It is God`s son/sun, and the starry
man Orion. Jesus the Sun of Heaven who came from the Mazzaroth/Nazareth.
Our boddhisatva deva. When mankind realizes this law; golden-age civilization
follows anywhere in the universe. The last time that happened was Atlantis.
5th lesson. The law IS all, the law IS God, and God is eternal.
I mentioned the philosophical formula/equation: God = (the circle of) Life =
love + light. God = Love + Light = Man, and vice versa. Love/compassion +
LightIntellect = morale.

And as a metaphor: Man (light) + Woman (love) = Creator. They become the
creator in the moment of reproduction. God is a hermaphrodite as His name
tells us: Y-hawah translates to God-Goddess/Eve. The great secret of the
gnostics is that man, and women are polarized parts of the whole that need to
come together to facilitate ascension… Even the hindus teach that
orgasm=Unity with God whereupon they shout ¨I am Shiva!¨ Mystics believe the
bliss of orgasm is the sensation of being God, and thus a mystical union with
God.
Another metaphorical concept comes to view in how the ancients genderized all
things like mounds (breasts) , valleys (vaginas) , and obelisks (phallus) etc. In
this genderization: Water symbolizes the female womb, while fire (magma)
symbolize the male semen and vitality. Thus you might say that light, and love is
fire, and water which is the sex-act of our planet. Volcanoes spewing out lava
that is broken down to dirt through rain, and produces fertile ground for all that
we see.
The Law metaphysically applies to creation in nature through love being female,
and man being light.
6th lesson. Sex is sacred. Love (woman) and man (light) = the blissful union with
God.
What I want you to remember is that we are all part of a source-field that
constitutes all the forces of physics. This source-field = positive sexual-energy as
hypothesized by myself, Dr. Wilhelm Reich, and others. All life energy= positive
sexual energy. Mankind has the ability to transmutate this energy through will,
and intellect to reach higher states of consienceness and unity with God. The
dark side of the force is simply dead orgone DOR. It is deleted parts of the
Matrix/Source-Field/Creator. This is Hell. It constitutes deleted timelines, and
files in the netherworld, the Daath of the Sephiroth; ergo the Daath side of the
force. This deleted energy becomes vampiric.
7th lesson: All Source energy= positive, or negative sexual organic energy.
(POR and DOR) Positive Orgone and Dead Orgone as defined by Dr. Wilhelm
Reich.
So now you have discovered the future, eternal principle that unites religion,
science and philosophy.
I will emphasize a bit: Love is akin to the word law. Quite a coincidence, as
love/sex is the purpose, and endproduct of all laws of the universe. Love is law,
and means morale, respect, social kindness and care. In symbolism it can also
mean water, the divine feminine, venus, and the moon etc.
Light means truth, enlightenment, holiness, spreading of knowledge, exchange of
ideas, peace and order. In symbolism it can also mean fire, the divine masculine,
the sun and Jupiter etc. The implications of synthesizing these archetypes to any

field of thought, or science is simply majestic, and proves intelligent design in
itself.
So you see: I discovered something similar to the Fibonacci sequence.
Love is the law; a language all religions can agree upon; and all ethnicities can
understand. It traverses all borders, and is the hope of the beating heart:
Common in everyone of us. Everlasting. Love is the hope of yesterday, today,
and tomorrow. The divine quality inherent in all mankind.
Added to the law is honesty: You must follow your heart, as sin is sinning to your
conscience. Gabriel told me that, and Gabriel, the messenger of the Gods;
revealed this law to me.
Light makes flowers of love spread new seeds for a new sun next year. Just as
the God`s sun/son, and mercy is eternal, and new every morning and year.
I will end by saying EVERYTHING is cyclical in a mathematical fractal
equation.

Summary:
God is spirit. God is comprised of the Holy Spirit which is separated into two. 1
Holiness (Light) is God. Source. 2 Spirit (Love) is the divine feminine. Creation.
Akasha. Shekinah. Sophia. Mother Earth. Life. Etc. Together we have the 1
Holy 2 Spirit of 1 Light and 2 Love. The 2 spirit is also biblically symbolized by
7 fires burning before God`s throne. These are the seven archangels, planets, or
co-creators if you will. God is the ALL. The Spirit is not a Christian invention.
The Indians believed in the ¨Great Spirit¨, the Greeks believed in the ¨Ether¨, etc
etc.
Lesson number 1. Jesus, and God must never be separated. Lesson number 2.
Holiness (Light) and Spirit (Love) must NEVER be separated. There are SO
many Christians I know who carry a HUGE presence of Spirit/Love/Shekinah.
Not to mention Jews, and Muslims as well. Spirit is for everyone. A Christian
can be FILLED with Spirit. But that doesn`t mean it is the HOLY spirit. This is
VERY important.

We are all one through the superconscience matrix of the source-field!

Reloveution is for all.
The time has come for YOU to step up, and secure your children`s future! I
highly recommend you band together in brotherhood, and build cells of
survivalism with a knowledge-basis of source, love and light! Light of
knowledge, and pride in your western-humanistic, civilized heritage. Knowledge
that binds together the world of your future; forming friendships.
In the future we will look back at how we only accomplished our goals through
source, love and light. Together these three make the Eternal Law.
The law of God: Source, Love, and light is my passion. So should it be for you.
We all breathe the same air – part of the same superconscience source-field. The
Ether.
So you see: I discovered something similar to the Fibonacci sequence.
Love is the law; a language all religions can agree upon; and all ethnicities can
understand. It traverses all borders, and is the hope of the beating heart:
Common in everyone of us. Everlasting. Love is the hope of yesterday, today,
and tomorrow.

